
Rudder - Bug #10001

Allow to restrict edits on sudoers during install

2017-01-13 18:44 - Janos Mattyasovszky

Status: Released   

Priority: N/A   

Assignee:    

Category: Packaging   

Target version: 4.1.0~beta2   

Pull Request: https://github.com/Normation/rudder-pac

kages/pull/1207

Effort required:  

Severity:  Priority:  

UX impact:  Regression:  

User visibility:    

Description

There are customers that have centrally managed sudoers / sudoers.d, and/or are monitoring changes to those files.

I #9992 you are changing those files.

I suggest an environment variable (just like #7222) where one can disable this behavior (editing the sudo-related files) on the

premise, that the user is responsible for maintaining the always-correct rules for rudder in sudo.

Related issues:

Related to Rudder - Bug #7222: Allow disable of git-autocommit of system poli... Released 2015-09-22

Related to Rudder - User story #9992: Use sudo to execute rudder remote run i... Released 2017-01-13

Associated revisions

Revision 95a5e1d7 - 2017-01-16 08:57 - Janos Mattyasovszky

Fix #10001: Allow to restrict edits on sudoers during install

History

#1 - 2017-01-13 18:44 - Janos Mattyasovszky

- Related to Bug #7222: Allow disable of git-autocommit of system policy on Update added

#2 - 2017-01-13 18:44 - Janos Mattyasovszky

- Related to User story #9992: Use sudo to execute rudder remote run in the API added

#3 - 2017-01-13 18:51 - Benoît PECCATTE

- Category set to Packaging

- Target version set to 4.1.0~beta2

#4 - 2017-01-13 21:56 - Janos Mattyasovszky

- Subject changed from Allow users to handle edits on sudoers on their own to Allow to restrict edits on sudoers during install

#5 - 2017-01-16 09:06 - Janos Mattyasovszky

- Pull Request set to https://github.com/Normation/rudder-packages/pull/1207

PR https://github.com/Normation/rudder-packages/pull/1207

#6 - 2017-01-17 11:23 - Janos Mattyasovszky

- Status changed from New to Pending release

- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset rudder-packages|95a5e1d7c96769de534a10ab2095a01664dad514.
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#7 - 2017-02-03 16:47 - Vincent MEMBRÉ

- Status changed from Pending release to Released

This bug has been fixed in Rudder 4.1.0 which was released today.

4.1.0: Announce Changelog

Download: https://www.rudder-project.org/site/get-rudder/downloads/
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